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new leader
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Lopez
to leave
SJSU

Night beat

By Mike Di Marco
Daily staff writer
Ernest Lopez, SJSU director of
community relations since 1979, resigned to serve as director of public
affairs for the University of California system.

Baron elected president
By Paul Ruffner
Daily staff writer
The Inter-Fraternity Council’s
vice president walked home with the
presidential gavel Monday night.
Bill Baron, Alpha Tau Omega’s
president, won IFC votes and then
promised in an unrehearsed speech
to its members to follow in the footsteps of his predecessor, Michael
Schneider.
"I’d like to continue with the professionalism IFC has started," Baron
said.
In his speech at the Student
Union Council Chambers, Baron also

Bill Baron
...New IFC president
said he would try to increase community service, fraternal get-togethers,
and positive public relations for the
IFC.
A few days before the election,
Baron said he felt his position as IFC
vice president would give him a definite advantage over his opponent,
Dave Anderson, IFC judiciary officer
and a member of Pi Kappa Alpha.
IFC members seemed to agree.
With the candidates absent from the
room, IFC representatives discussed
their feelings about the candidates
before they voted.
Anderson supporters maintained
that their candidate could provide
"new blood," while Baron supporters
argued that Baron’s experience as
vice president would allow him to

easily assume the presidency.
The 20-ballot vote and the Baron
win decided the debate.
At the end of Schneider’s last
meeting as IFC president, Baron
thanked Schneider for his contributions to the council. Baron also
thanked IFC members for electing
him and he promised to work in unity
with IFC members for the general
welfare of the council.
Baron will serve as president of
the council for the remaining three
months of Schneider’s term. He said
that despite the new position he
would continue as the director of formal rush activities.
Rush is a week-long membership
drive sponsored by each fraternity in
which potential fraternity members
are introduced to current members
and given a chance to join.
Schneider, who was elected as
this year’s Associated Students president, announced his resignation as
IFC president Sept. 10 because of a
time conflict making it difficult for
him to meet his commitments to A.S.
and the Academic Senate.
In Anderson’s speech to the council, he referred to time commitment
several times as a much-needed
asset he could bring to the IFC presidency.
"The Inter-Fraternity Council
needs a president who will do his
homework. We can’t have a once-a week president for what is now an everyday job," he said, referring to
Schneider’s time conflict problems.
The meeting also included a special ceremony in which Schneider
thanked members he had worked
with during his IFC presidency.
Don Dushane, advisor and assistant dean of student services, Don
Ryan, advisor and director of financial aid for student services, Robert
Martin, dean of student services,
along with Baron also received certificates.
Schneider said it was not hard for
him to resign because he "had competent workers to fill his vacancy."
Baron’s presidential victory left
open the vice presidency for other
prospective candidates. Anderson
and Theta Chi member Eric Valeri
were nominated for the position. Further nominations and elections for
treasurer were postponed until next
Monday’s meeting.

Career advice, job news
and employers at SJSU
Students seeking career advice
from future employers should visit
Career Exploration Days between 10
a.m. and 3 p.m. today and tomorrow
in the Student Union Ballroom.
,
Ninety different employers will
be on hand to assist students in making job decisions.
Career Exploration Days is a
chance for students to gain career information while they are still in college. Any student, from the freshman
or sophomore student seeking a
major, to the junior or senior who
wants to know what classes to take to
make his or her education more saleable, will receive assistance at the

Career Exploration Days.
"There are 20,000 occupations in
the United States," said Margaret
Wilkes, program coordinator and advisor for Career Planning and Placement.
"No student could check out that
many jobs to find out what he or she
wants to do. Career Exploration
Days helps students decide what career they want to pursue by introducing themselves to employers that
they otherwise wouldn’t get to see.
And they can ask questions of these
employers."
Some students think their majors
limit their jobs possibilities.

Lopez, who will be working for
President David Gardner, starts his
new job at the main office in Berkeley Oct. 3. His last day at SJSU will be
Sept. 28.
"As much as I enjoy San Jose
State," he said, "I am really looking
forward to this new position." Lopez
said his job entails providing a wide
variey of community affairs and constituency relations work for the UC
system.
"My job will be to establish
meaningful working relationships
with groups important to the university," Lopez said.
He first applied for the position in
early July. "I told Gail (Fullerton,
SJSU president) it was such an opportunity that I would have felt I was
cheating myself if! hadn’t submitted
my name," he said.
Lopez said he was notified later
that he was among the 10 semifinalists under consideration for the
position. Last Tuesday. he was interviewed as one of three finalists.
Two days later, Lopez received a
call from Gardner’s office telling him
the job was his.
Ron Kolb, director of news and
communications for the (IC system,
said over 200 people from throughout
the nation applied for the position.
"He was clearly the most qualified candidate." Kolb said. "He’s
very cognizant of the needs of higher
education."

KSJS radio loses voice
By Eric Rice
Daily staff writer
The KSJS radio staff was thrown into a frenzy yesterday when the station’s 25-year -old transmitter broke
down.
The station, in Hugh Gillis Hall, went off the air in the
afternoon when its transmitting tube burnt out, said General Manager Joel Wyrick. KSJS will go back on the air
by noon today, he said.
Veronica Briggs, news editor at KSJS, said the news
staff had experienced problems trying to get its signal out
during its 4 p.m. broadcast on Monday.
The station’s transmitter is on top of Wahlquist Library South.
Wyrick called other stations to see if any had a spare
tube KSJS could borrow; and finally found one at radio
station KEZR in San Jose. KEZR agreed to let KSJS borrow its spare tube until Wyrick can get the station’s tube
rebuilt. which he said would take between one and two
weeks.
He estimated the cost of the rebuilt tube to be about
81,000.
The station will broadcast at full strength of 1,000
watts when it resumes. KJSJ would have transmitted
with a tube that has limited power of about 600 watts, or
about a 10-mile radius if he hadn’t found one, Wyrick said.

Second of a five -part series

Child
abuse
often
ignored

Ken Puinard - Special to the Daily
lowed to play his drums in his dorm, so he
went to the archery field Saturday night
and pounded out his sounds in private.

Michael Murphy found out that musicians
aren’t always appreciated by others.
he wasn’t al Clever ones must adapt

By Richard Pienchiak
Associated Press writer
The child molester rarely uses violence.
The last thing he or she wants is an unwilling
victim.
What the molester does want is a child
who can be seduced, tricked, and if need be,
blackmailed into a sexual relationship.
"The sun rises and sets with the child,"
said police Sgt. Joseph Polisar of Albuquerque, N.M. "These guys spend hours winning
the love and affection of a child. Some pedophiles will take a year to swoons child."
The sexual molestation of America’s children is a huge, underreported problem that is
sometimes ignored even by parents and physicians. A part of the overall problem is a
lack of understanding about how molesters
operate.
Molesters use a selection process

whereby the child least likely to say "No" is
most likely to be chosen.
Almost always, the molester will give up
on the child who resists. Unfortunately, there
are plenty of children who don’t, authorities
said.
"They don’t do it forcefully. They seduce," said Los Angeles police Detective Bill
Dworin, a child sexual abuse expert. "They
say ’I wouldn’t hurt these children. I love
them." ’
Children who don’t get enough attention
at home are most vunerable. especially those
from single-parent households or those where
both parents work.’
"If you don’t give your kids attention,
someone else will. I think there’s a lot to
that," said Robert D. Joy, a Postal Service inspector specializing in child pornography.
"The seduction process is no different
than the one boyfriends and girlfriends use on

which would prevent the station I rum resuming operation
until next week.
"I really think it’s hurting our credibility," he said.
"I’m going to go back on the air with limited power if
I have to," he emphasized, in an interview before he had
found the spare tube.
The situation is comparable to a television tube burning out, he said.
"You’ve got tubes in a television set and we’ve got
tubes in our transmitter," he said.
When the transmitter blew, Briggs said they were
going on with the news even though the broadcast would
not be aired.
"We’d like to do a story about our transmitter blowing up but we don’t have any way to air it," she said.
"We’re going to tape record it anyway," she added.
Wyrick said the station usually uses a back-up tube of
its own when the primary one has gone out, but it was not
working either.
The problem has been made worse, according to Wyrick, because of the age of the transmitter.
’’We just have an old transmitter that needs to be replaced," he said, adding that it would cost 830,000.
"That’s a problem we’ve always had, but we just don’t get
enough money every year from whomever," he said. "So
we’re dealing with a 25-year-old transmitter."

each other with dinner and flowers," added
Dworin.
First, a would-be molester must find a
situation where children are available The
connection is often through occupation or volunteer organizations. "That’s no accident.
It’s by design," said Dworin.
About 90 percent of all molestation victims know their attackers. The victims may
be the pedophile’s own children, or those of a
relative, or the kids down the block.
The molester may be a babysitter, a teacher, a sports coach, a troop leader in a youth
organization or head of a boys’ or girls’ club.
He or she may work in a nursery school or
church choir or children’s theater group.
"It could be your ’good neighbor’ or ’Mr
Nice Guy," Joy said. "He’ll say ’Why don’t
you let me help you out? The kids can stay
with me for a couple of days."
This year, in a nationwide crackdown on
continued on page 1

Lopez credited Fullerton for the
encouragement and support she offered throughout the negotiations.
"I’m very grateful to the president," Lopez said. "She and I enjoy a
good relationship. She recognized
( the position) was a unique qpportunity for me."
As director of community relations for SJSU, Lopez, 43, supervised
alumni, public information. and
graphics and publications activities.
He was responsible for coordinating
official relationships with the news
media and for providing structural
support for the university’s contacts
with community groups and organizations.
Lopez also served as executive
editor of "The Spartan," a 16-page
news magazine for alumni and
"friends of the university."
Before coming to SJSU, the California native served as director of
university relations and was executive assistant to the chancellor at
UC-Riverside for six years. He was
public information manager at UCRiverside from 1971 to 1973 after
serving as the university’s press officer from 1968 to 1971.
He completed his bachelor’s degree in humanities at the California
State University at Fullerton in 1964,
after earning an associate of arts degree from Orange Coast College in
1961.
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Editorial

Washing away the political mud
EXCESSIVE NAME CALLING in national campaigns has reached the point
of reducing our political system to a battle of words, not deeds.
Personal slander by candidates clouds the
issues beyond recognition and moves the entire process down several notches.
We recommend a national campaign libel
law to curb these practices.
Presidential candidates and their campaign cohorts have plenty to talk about without dipping their fingers into mud and flinging
it at opponents.
Last June, California voters passed Proposition 20, the state campaign libel law. This
allows the removal from office of elected candidates who have been convicted of libeling
the opponent during a campaign. The libelous
or slanderous statement must be proven to
have contributed substancially to the opponent’s defeat. Also, the statement must ’have
been made with reckless disregard for the
truth.
For the benifit of the nation, and all political races, a national libel law needs to be institued. It won’t cost the public more than a vote.
It would encourage candidates to explain

what they will do about current issues, rather
than what they don’t like about their opponent.
Problems in the current race for president, show the need for such a law. What
started as a debate about the separation of
church and state, ended with a considerable
amount of mud-slinging. Mondale questioned
whether Reagan thought God was a Republican after a comment Reagan made. George
Bush accused Mondale of "outrageous demagoguery." Geraldine Ferraro countered with
"Reagan is not being a good Christian" because he is unfair to the poor. Botb candidates
were asked who was more religious. These
trivial sidesteps avoid talking about the central issue.
An editorial in the current issue of "The
New Republic" magazine stated succinctly: "
. . . the team gold medal for character assassination goes to the Republicans without question."
The point isn’t who has won the medal, but
why there is an opportunity to win the award
in the first place. A national campaign libel
law would limit such opportunities.
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The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints
expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Giving the kiss of death to affectionate lies
The newspapers last week unfolded a bizarre story of
a Charlotte, Tennessee woman accused of incest after
marrying and living with the son she gave up for adoption
17 years prior to their marriage.
The young groom had no knowledge of the secret tie
he shared with his new wife. But when he discovered the
true nature of their life together, it disgusted him and he
tried to escape from it as fast as he could. He joined the

Paul
Ruffner

arm:- and asked his mother for a divorce, but she refused.
The mother now faces a possible conviction resulting
in five to 21 years in prison. What has she gained from living out a lie?
She said that she couldn’t stand the thought of losing
her son again to another woman. Yet now she’s only made
things worse for herself.
What could have possibly turned into a loving and respectful bond between a Charlotte mother and her re-

claimed son, instead became a web of deceit and lies.
When are we as human beings going to wake up from
the unnecessary nightmares of life which we put ourselves through and finally realize that lying will get us nowhere?
A Biblical proverb says, "Truthful lips will be established forever, but a lying tongue is only for a moment".
You don’t have to be religious to view these words as
truth Words or promises based on honesty and truth are
bound to bring more lasting happiness to a relationship
than those built on lies.
Any couple knows that besides love, some of the chief
characteristics of a successful and lasting relationship
are respect, openness and honesty.
The Charlotte woman gained, as Rodney Dangerfield
might say, "no respect". As both a mother and a wife, she
selfishly neglected to consider the effects of her actions on
her son’s feelings and reputation. To please herself by
making up for something she had lost, she stole from her
son the precious experience of first love and marriage
and replaced it with something which will forever haunt
his future relationships with women. She destroyed his
life and lost the respect of not only her son but also her
peers.
Although the mother did drop hints to her son about
her true identity, since he didn’t really discover the truth
until two months after the wedding, Obviously their marriage must not have been based on open communication.
They weren’t telling each other everything on their minds
because one partner was hiding something.

In an honest relationship, there is no hiding. Everything is out in the open. There’s no need for little or big
white lies. The relationship is based on trust because everything has been cleaned out of the hidden attics of each
partner’s heart. They understand each others’ weaknesses and needs and they strive to protect each other
from situations in which they know their spouse may be
hurt.
When honesty is in control, there’s no more temporary covering up of one’s mistakes. Anyone knows that
the harder you try to wipe a spot of dirt or grease off of
clothing, the more it ingrains itself in the material making it even harder to remove the original stain. The same
holds true with lies. Lies never make life easier. All they
do is put off the misery of embarassment for a little while
longer and make the original problem even worse.
So why continue cheating yourself by pretending
something based on a lie is eventually going to work out
all right? Try putting a dash of honesty back into your
relationships. I bet you’ll find that they last a lot longer.
they’re more satisfying, and they give you less to worry
about.
Sure, I’m not perfect either and I’m still learning
about honest relationships too, but if you don’t like the advice of a single guy, would you rather hear some from a
married lady? I know of a Tennessee woman who’s had a
little trouble staying hitched (she’s been married five
times), but claims to have a great relationship with her
son. She says "she loves him like no other girl . . "

Student opinion

The meaning behind Democratic compassion
By Adam Noicki
It is a shame when a person starts reading what appears to be an enlightening and interesting piece of
commentary, then finishes with a prime example of ridiculous journalism.
Such is the case with, "Democrats using compassion in wrong way" by Bobbie Celestine (Opinions,
Spartan Daily, Sept. 12). I felt that his article began
with a great eye-catching headline, then fizzled down,
down, down until the end in which I realized that I had
just absorbed a jumble of contradictions and petty complaints against the Democratic party.
Celestine deceives the reader into believing that he
wants to draw the line on Democratic unrealism using
"compassion" as the theme, but actually ends up using
the work sarcastically to substantiate his views that issues are being ducked. He could not be any farther from
the truth.
The Democrats have been talking about the issues
for a long time and Mr. Celestine should realize that
when any politcal party gets into the spotlight together
they are going to gain support by triggering an emotional response. The same is true for the Republican
party.
The difference is the Republicans, with Ronald
Reagan at the helm, duck issues more often because
they are too busy setting up another photo session next
to some fabulous natural wonder So they can’t worry

about ordinary statistics or predictions of possible ecomonic collapse from unrestrained deficit spending. The
predictions have come from top advisors (e.g. Martin
Feldstien, Chairman for the National Economic Counsel for the president, who recently resigned because the
man who hired him wouldn’t listen to his valuable advice).
Mr. Celestine fails to follow-up on any of his
statements about "better alternatives" while he continues to hammer away at a party of people who truly care
about ordinary people, realize mistakes have been
made in the past eight years and want change now. The
present administration has made life better for some in
four years, but also worse for many others by eroding
the middle class which in turn caused the poverty line to
actually rise.
People who do not care to see or care about poverty
and hunger will stand tall and defend their narrow selfish views to the end, or whenever they come to terms
with reality.
If Celestine wants issues to talk about, then he can
look back to 1982 when Reagan doctored unemployment
figures by including new military enlistees as a part of
the work force. By the way, unemployment rose during
Reagan’s term in office to an all-time post WWII high of
about 12.8 percent only to fall back to where it started
when Carter left office. This caused unneeded hard -

ships on millions of Americans. Progress? No.
Celestine should also know damn well that Rev.
Jesse Jackson has centered almost all of his efforts
around blacks and voter registration for black and
other minorities.
And) of course, after contradicting himself several times before, Celestine couldn’t resist bringing up
the issue of homosexuality, which in reality is almost a
non -issue when compared to black political problems.
Welcome to reality, I see you’ve overslept.
Next time Mr. Celestine wants to write about compassion, he had better be able to use it in context to its
true meaning. One question: If compassion is a result of
an emotional outburst, such as sympathy, and decisions
made on the basis of emotional tides are illogical, then
wouldn’t compassionate Americans who are opposed to
higher taxes, be making an illogical choice in voting for
the Republicans in November? Think about it.
Student opinions are published in the Spartan Daily
when the forum page receives letters, rebuttals, or suggestions that merit more space than is usually alloted in
the Letters sections. Opinions are selected on overall
quality, and have no bearing on topic choice. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit all opinions for libel
and length.

Letters to the Editor
Is anybody home in cafeteria?
Editor,
I’ve been attending this institution for exactly three
years. In those years I have learned a great deal, but one
thing still amazes me the way the people are treated in
the Student Union cafeteria.
Have you ever wondered why you have to wait in line
for 15 minutes just to say to the person behind the counter,
"I’ll have a cheeseburger, please." Now, don’t get me
wrong, I’ve met some "interesting" people in line, but I
really think something should be done to speed up this
process. I realize that changes happen slowly at this

school, but I’ll go out on a limb to make some helpful suggestions.
I Will someone tell that old lady behind the hamburger station that it is all right to turn around and help
people get their food? I understand that hamburgers do
need a lot of attention, but she’s not very helpful
2 Why doesn’t someone make some kind of rack so
people who are waiting for food ( i.e hamburgers, fries,
etc.), can indeed get their food quickly by picking it up
themselves?
3 Why don’t we hire some people who speak English
almost fluently? I really believe some of the people working behind the counter should take a test to see if they can

speak. How many times have you been asked. "hahm-bahy?"
My final dispute is over the amount of time I wait in
the cashier line. I realize that a great deal of people go
through that area in a day, but something has really got to
be done. Maybe they should buy more registers and hire
more workers. Those people get so mad at you just because you don’t have correct change or your dollar’s corners are bent. This is no reason for them blaming us for
slowing them down.
Scott Weatherioax
Junior
Electrical Engineering
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Open season

Nick
Gillis

No reply
ANN Landers:
DEAR
I’ve been reading your column off and on
for several years now, and have never seen a
concern quite like mine. I know you’re a busy person
and get plenty of meaningless gripes from people
everywhere, but I think my letter may interest you.
I am a senior at a large university in Northern
California. lam serving my second semester on our
school’s newspaper, which is currently the best
collegiate daily in the state.
The problem, Ann, centers around a word that’s
often used when referring to the people’s attitude on
campus: Apathy.
From what I’ve gathered, the term refers to
lacking interest or concern for what happens here.
Basically, many of us are called "spiritless," and
care little about campus involvement.
Anyway, that’s why I’m writing. You see, I’m
not sure if us West Coast students deserve to be
called apathetic.
One of the biggest complaints I hear is a
complete disinterest in campus politics. For
example, our university has about 25,000 students
attending on a regular basis. Last year, about 3,500
of those students decided to get out and vote for
officers at election time. I know that sounds a bit
low, especially when you consider that it was the
highest turnout in ten years.
Sure, Ann, you might side with them, thinking
that students have responsibilities to their school I a.
well as themselves) and should therefore "put up or
shut up- come election time. But you should also
realize that many of today’s collegiates are
burdened by other responsibilities in addition to the
countless gobs of homework we’re assigned. Like
they say, today’s students are tomorrow’s leaders.
so we’re kept pretty busy after classes.
Besides that obligation, many of us are further
tied down by other time consuming chores, such as
work or marriage So, no wonder we can’t all get out
there. I’m sure if you were in college today, you’d be
a little spiritless yourself if you worked full time
after school.
We’re also accused of being distant with campus
issues. Last semester, for example, I interviewed
several students about their concern over dangerous
PCB’s on campus grounds. I have to admit that half
of the people tasked didn’t have a clue as to what I
was referring to. But with all the other problems
going on today, can you really blame them?
NOTHER POINT taken is our lack of interest
in our athletic teams. Our football team, for
example, is Division I ranked. That means
that we can play against nationally ranked teams
like Stanford and Arizona State. Problem is, there
are whispers of us slipping down a division partly
because we may not expand our stadium (which
only holds about 20,),partly because attendance
at most games is still lacking, partly because we
don’t have the big -school budget to become a
powerhouse. The way I hear it from students Ann, is
that if we’re destined to be a mediocre team.
students would prefer not to waste their time on
Saturday night.
And so what if the baseball team has cobwebs in
the bleachers’? Big deal. Ithink the saying about
baseball being "the national pastime" is just a
saying.
Yet another concern is the decline of organized
clubs on the campus While some clubs are still
thriving, others have slipped drastically or
completely folded. Bull think that’s caused by the
numerous commuters that attend here, so who’s to
blame’? You can’t expect those of us who live 30minutes -plus from campus to hang around all day
Anyway, sorry to drag on Please let me know
how you feel on the subject.
Oh. I almost forgot, Ann. During these attacks
on such unconcerned students, I also overheard that
apathy never runs short on excuses.
Nick Gibs is the Entertainer editor. His column appears
Wednesday
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No hope in soccer gear retrieval
By Mike Di Marco
Daily staff writer
The Golden Bay Earthquakes
have given up hopes of recovering
more than $2,000 worth of soccer
equipment stolen from the Old Fieldhouse at Spartan Stadium Sept. 4.
"Someone broke in, pried open
some lockers and stole some of our
gear," said Dave Chaplik, manager
of the professional soccer team.
Chaplik said 15 to 20 pairs of
shoes, sweatpants, game uniforms,
soccer balls and other miscellaneous
equipment were stolen.
"Fortunately, some of our home

game equipment was out being
washed," he said.
University Police reported the
loss at approximately $800, but Chaplik said the shoes alone were worth
"a couple thousand dollars."
Russ Lunsford, UPD information
officer, said the robbery occurred between 5 p.m. Sept. 4 and 6:45 a.m.
Sept. 5. The theft was reported at 7:30
a.m. by Robert Clark, SJSU custodian.
According to the UPD report,
Clark found the north door opened
when he reported to the site at 10th
and Alma streets.

Reagan announces
new farm program
WASHINGTON (API
President Reagan yesterday announced a
four-point program to help financially strapped farmers "get back on
their feet" by temporarily defering
repayment of government loans and
by Providing $630 million in federal
loan guarantees for restructuring
farmers’ existing debts.
Reagan said he was directing the
Farmers Home Administration, the

’It is a debtrestructing program,
a debt -management
program.’
Pat Roberts,
R -Kansas
lender of last resort to farmers, to
defer up to 25 percent of the principal
and interest on government loans for
Live years. This action, Reagan said,
Should provide "breathing room" for
the most debt-ridden farmers.
The plan also calls for the FHA to
contract with local banks and private
lending institutions to speed up loan
processing. Finally, the Reagan plan
calls for using the county committee
system of the FHA to provide information to farmers on developing a
debt management plan.
The president, in making the announcement to the executive committee of the American Farm Bureau
Federation, called the program a
"comprehensive transition plan to

on the other side of the table are
going to believe this, it wasn’t done
with that in mind, it was done because people out there need help."
The president also denied that his
program was a "bailout" of financially troubled farmers.
The program was outlined earlier to a group of farm state Republican lawmakers and rural bankers
during a White House meeting with
Vice President George Bush.
One of those who attended, Rep
Pat Roberts, R-Kan., said the program would raise government farm loan guarantees and expand the committee system that advises the Farmers Home Administration on loans.
"It is a debt-restructing program, a debt -management program," Roberts said.
Farm credit problems have become a growing concern in the agricultural community, which has
watched total farm debt soar from
$166 billion in 1980 to $215 billion now.
The FHA, the lender of last resort to agricultural producers, now
makes direct loans for farm ownership and operating expenses. It
also guarantees loans made by private lenders.
Roberts said the Reagan administration will attack the farm credit
problem by using government loan
guarantees to encourage private
lenders to refinance the debts of the
most financially distressed producers.

-The doors were either unlocked
or they (the burglars) had keys,"
Lunsford said. He said they were "selective," in that the only damage was
to locks and hasps that were pried
from the screened lockers.
Chaplik said there are no suspects in the theft.
Although the Earthquakes were
insured, the policy has a large deductible. Chaplik said he does not expect the team to be reimbursed by
the insurance company.

Estimated $185 stolen from library’s copy machine
By John McCreadie
Daily staff writer
An estimated $185 was stolen
from a copy machine in the Wahlquist South Library over the weekend,
said service technician Jeffrey Ward.
The theft occurred on the first
floor between closing time at 5:30
p.m. on Saturday and opening at noon
on Sunday. The intruder apparently
tried to break into two other ma

Scholastic Aptitude Test
How College -Bound California Seniors Scored

SAT verbal scores
below norm in state
SACRAMENTO IAPi College-bound California seniors
scored above the national average
in math last year but remained
below average in language skills,
state schools chief Bill Honig said
Monday.
Honig said California’s average math score in the Scholastic
Aptitude Test climbed from 474 to
476 last fall. The average score nationally was 471.
But Californians had an average score of 421 in language skills,
five points below the national average of 426. Californians had the
same average score in 1982.
"I’m gratified that the math
scores are up and that we’re
continuing the long climb back,
but I’m extremely concerned
about the poor verbal performance of too many of our college-

bound students," said Honig, who
vowed to raise school performances when he ran for office in
1982.
"We are now engaged in a
massive statewide effort to
tighten standards and upgrade the
quality of education," Honig
added. "I believe that this sustained effort now underway will
ultimately produce results. . ."
California’s language arts
scores dipped one point below the
national average in 1981 and then
dropped four points off in 1982.
The state’s math scores have been
above the national average since
1978.

chines but was unable to get into their
change boxes.
All three machines were damaged by the burglar.
Judy Walls, the reserve book room supervisor, believes the thief
hid in the library after closing on Saturday. University police found no evidence of forced entry into the building. However, a student assistant
noticed an open widow and door on
the second floor that was known to
have been locked the night before.
The machine broken into was la
cated in the main lobby. The burglar
had entered the lobby area by breaking a small window of an access door
on the north side of the building and
apparently dragged the machine to
the elevator area. There is no explanation why the thief might have done
this.
The copy machines were built
and owned by the Orca Corp., which
has recently changed its name from
Copico.
According to Ward, who is employed by Orca, the copy machines
were emptied of coins on a monthly
basis, but because of this most recent
theft and vandalism, the machines
will be drained each week.

The vandalized machines are
now out of order and Ward estimates
new machines will be installed within
a week.
UPD Officer Terry Edel said police did not attempt to lift fingerprints because those types of machines are difficult from which to get
clear prints.
Police have booked into evidence
a screwdriver found at the scene. It is
believed the screwdriver was used to
pry open the machines, Edel said.
According to Walls, this is not the
first time Wahlquist has had problems with break-ins.
Last February, one copy machine was burglarized and three others were vandalized on a Friday
night. There was no sign of forced
entry the burglar was believed to
have a key or hid in the library before
closing.
Approximately $300 was taken
and an estimated $100 in damage
was caused.
"We will be more careful about
the kinds of machines we put in Wahlquist," Ward said.
Engineers for the Orca Corp.
have begun work on a more burglarproof machine, he said.

THE BLACK TIE SEASON
at San Jose kUniversity

TERRA NOVA

T

A total of 102,349 high school
seniors, or 39 percent of seniors
statewide, took the exam last fall
in California.

get farmers back on their feet."

Asked if he was taking the action
for politicial reasons, Reagan replied, "I know none of you standing
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PECK’S BAD GIRLS
sexy.... silly . . stylish .. .

a warm and human comedy .. a
delightful blend of laughter and tears
set against the background of a college campus during the "big game.’
October 19-27

for Excellence in Playwrighang. The

ANTIGONE

THE HOLLOW CROWN

the first great heroine of the Western
Theatre The incomparable tragedy of
a woman torn between love and duty

Entertainment by and about the Kings
and Queens of England "A delightfully
civilized evening in the theatre, humor
ous touching
(New York Times)
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best new play of 1985
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Molesters con their victims
Candy, toys and movies used as bribes to gain trust
continued from page I
child pornography, which law officers link closely to child sexual
abuse, U.S. Customs Service agents
have identified 300 to 400 people in 19
states who receive mailings, including a college professor, an Air Force
officer, a children’s psychiatrist and
a high school counselor
One usually thinks of a person
who is obsessed with child pornography as being some sort of ’sickie,’ living in the shadows of society," said
Allen Wilk, a customs service regional official. This description may
fit some, but we’ve found others who
could be considered pillars of the
community."
Molesters use assorted ruses to
gain access to children.
’A guy might go into an arcade
and say to a kid: ’Hey, you want
some quarters? Let me see you play
that machine.’ It builds up the rapport," Dworin said.
In one incident in California, a
teacher allegedly told a woman that
her third-grade son needed math tutoring. He would be glad to provide it
after school, but only at his home.
according to court testimony.
The teacher is awaiting trial on
sex abuse charges. The boy who supposedly needed tutoring actually was
bright enough to skip a grade after
the man’s arrest.
"In a legal sense, a child is under
the authority of an adult and has no
free will. In a more important psychological sense, children have a
hard time saying ’no’ to adults, who
control all kinds of resources that are
essential to them," Finkelhor writes
in his forthcoming book. "Child Sexual Abuse."
Once the child is in the pedophile’s domain, a task further facilitated by the fact children are taught
ta obey their elders, the molester introduces the tools of seduction, lures
such as candy, toys, trips to parks or
movie theaters anything to please
the child.
"Food, money, freedom all lie in
adult hands," Finkelhor writes. "In
this sense, the child is like the prisoner who volunteers to be a research
subject. The child has no freedom in
which to consider the choice."
As the child becomes more comfortable, "Mr. Nice Guy" may try
some tickling, some wrestling, followed perhaps by some "innocent"
fondling.
Very often the molester next
shows his target some child pornography, which serves as "validation
material" to lower the youngster’s
inhibitions, according to Kenneth V.
Lanning, the FBI’s expert on child
sexual abuse.
While not every case of sexual
abuse of a minor involves child pornography, Lanning said "pedophiles
almost always collect child porn" to
show the child "how normal it is," as
well as for personal sexual arousal

pupils, the children say they played
The molester most often begins
the validation process with photos
that are called "mere nudes," pictures of smiling, nude children in
non -sexual poses.
Mere nudes can include homemade snapshots of previous victims,
nudist colony magazines, sex education textbooks and books like "Show
Me!", touted as an educational sex
manual for children.
"That’s like their Bible," Daniel
L. Mihalko, a postal inspector in New
York, said of "Show Me!" He said
copies of the book have been found on
each of his last five raids.
Dworin said such books are typically left out in the open. "All kids
are curious," he explained. "They’ll
ask: ’How come these kids are
naked?’

’One usually thinks
of a person who is
obsessed with child
pornography as
being some sort of
‘sickie: living in the
shadows of society.’
Allen Wilk,
U.S. customs service regional
official
"So there’s this person, whom
the child trusts, explaining: ’Would I
do something wrong? These kids are
having a good time. You’re as beautiful as they are. Would you like me to
take some pictures of you?"
conditions,
normal
Under
according to Lanning, "The child
might say: ’Kids don’t pose for nude
pictures. I don’t pose for nude pictures."
But the pornographic materials
showing other children smiling and
appearing to enjoy themselves often
enable the adult to persuade the
child, he said.
Besides, said Detective Al Sim balls of Albuquerque, N.M., "When
you take a picture of a child and you
show them the picture, they like it."
In most cases, if the child has
been "trained" properly, the seducer
eventually gets the child to disrobe. If
need be, some molesters use drugs or
alcohol to further the process.
Once the child relaxes, the seducer may bring out some sexually
explicit pictures of youngsters to further erode the victim’s inhibitions.
"The children realize that
they’re not unique," said Lanning,
for the children in the magazines
"have smiles on their faces and show
no fear."
In the California case of the McMartin Pre-School, where teachers
have been accused of molesting 42

OFFICE MANAGER TRAINEE
full-time

A CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITY
Small, dynamic electronics company seeks the
right person to grow with it. Good advancement
opportunities to sales and higher management.

Semco Corp.

(408) 496-6640

Free Pregnancy
Testing
& Counseling
Completely Confidential
Pregnancy Termination
1st & Mid Trimester
(Your Choice Sleep/or Awake)
Family Planning
San Jose (408)255-2773
5150 Graves Ave., Suite
Oakland
(415) 652-6503

San Francisco
(415) 567.8757

Freiman(
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(415) 790.3334
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Consultation
1:45) Center

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

games titled "Naked Movie Star"
and "The Tickle Game" as the cameras rolled.
"Kids play games, and games
are appealing to kids," said Lael R.
Rubin, one of the McMartin case
prosecutors. "Kids like to be touched
and like the sensory feedback."
If all goes as planned, the victim
will next be involved in sexual activity. More times than not, the sexual
acts begin with oral sex.
The deeper that children get involved, the more trapped they feel.
the harder they find it to break out of
the relationship, experts say.
Still, some try. That’s when
blackmail is often used.
If pictures were taken, the pedophile will threaten to show them to
the victim’s parents.
"The pedophile tells the child to
keep everything a secret, not because
you’ll get ME in trouble but because
YOU’LL get in trouble," Lanning
said.
Then if a molester is caught, he
or she often denies the actions, or
"blames it on the kids," said Dworin.
"They tell us: ’The kids wanted it.
They asked for it."
Mary Emmons, executive director of Children’s Institute International in Los Angeles, said parents of
sex abuse victims frequently asked:
"How could they not have said anything?"
One reason, she said, is that in
many cases the blackmail far exceeds the worry of parental punishment. Researchers say threats to
harm a victim’s parents are common.
Children interrogated in the McMartin case, for example, "uniformly exhibit an all-pervasive terror," according to documents filed in
court by Kee MacFarlane, a Children’s Institute therapist.
"The children have uniformly believed that the threats which were
made to them would in fact be carried out, e.g., that both they and their
parents would be killed if the children
revealed any of the sexual abuse "
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Child-care experts testify
against fingerprint proposal
WASHINGTON tAP) Child care experts testified Monday that a proposal to fingerprint employees
of day-care centers was a "hysterical approach" offering "shortcut solutions" to sexual abuse of small children.
Criticism of the proposed legislation was voiced at
a House hearing by Bettye M. Caldwell, president of
the National Association for the Education of Young
People and a professor of education at the University
of Arkansas at Little Rock, and Anne Cohn, executive
director of the National Committyee for the Prevention of Child Abuse in Chicago.
Rep. Frank J. Guarini, D-N.J., said the hearing
was prompted by a case involving the Virginia Martin
Preschool in Manhattan Beach, Calif., in which seven
people, including the school’s founder, have been
charged with 207 counts of child molestation involving
42 children, some as young as 2 years of age.
"Fingerprinting day-care providers and running
criminal checks on prospective employees may catch

Reagan rejects
trade protection
against imports
WASHINGTON (AP
Presi
dent Reagan on yesterday rejected
the American steel industry’s request for trade protection against imports, saying quotas and tariffs
would put at risk "thousands of jobs
. . . in other sectors of the U.S. economy."
Instead, the president said he
would step up enforcement of existing unfair trade laws and -negotiate
voluntary agreements with problem
nations which have sharply increased steel shipments to the United
States.

an incidental individual who should never have been
allowed into a child care program," Caldwell said.
"But shortcut solutions of this nature will fail to
address the underlying and far more pervasive problems: the low status and inadequate training of child
care providers, insufficient encouragement of parental participation and meager resources for the implementation and monitoring of qualitative improvement
in all types of child care arrangements."
Cohn said fingerprinting and "screening of day
care workers will do little to stop sexual abuse." She
called it a "hysterical approach" that would subject
good day-care centers to added expense and merely
force child abusers to go to other, unscreened organizations to gain contact with children.
They testified on a bill, sponsored by Rep. Ralph
Regula, R-Ohio, that would require fingerprinting of
day care workers in an effort to spot potential child
abusers before they are hired.

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly?
Find out about self-paced, individualized
learning in FRENCH, GERMAN, HEBREW,
ITALIAN, LATIN, RUSSIAN, PORTUGUESE,
AND SPANISH.

Our idea of
rush hour,
traffic.
Wiltron’s newest facility in Morgan Hill provides the opportunity to live and work in a
suburban, semi -rural community free from the
stress of metropolitan congestionand still enjoy all the outstanding professional, cultural,
and recreational benefits the San Francisco
Bay Area has to offer.
We’re a leading manufacturer of Test and
Measurement Instrumentation, serving the
Telecommunications and Microwave Industries. We utilize state-of-the-art engineering
and manufacturing processes within our congenial, team structured environment. Our
longstanding worldwide reputation for
technical excellence stems from a solid commitment to advanced measurement instrumentation and test systemsand from the talents
of our highly skilled people. If you are close to
completing your degree in Electronic Engineering or Computer Science and possess an exemplary academic record, we would like to talk
with you about opportunities in Design
Engineering, Product Marketing and Manufacturing. We encourage you to seek a career
with all the benefits and virtually none of the
hassles of Silicon Valley life. Look into
Wiltronthen compare rush hours.

Variable Credit 1-5 Units Per Semester
For Further Information Call:

277-2576

Sweeney Hall 219
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Along with our excellent location in Morgan
Hill, Wiltron offers the advantages of a strong,
employee oriented company with superb
benefits. We offer an outstanding compensation and benefits package that includes cash
and invested profit sharing, flexible work
hours, a comprehensive insurance plan and
much, much more.
See our representative at Wiltron’s Career Day
Booth on September 20th. We will also be conducting interviews on -campus on November
9th. If you prefer, please feel free to contact
our College Recruiting Manager at Wiltron,
490 Jarvis Drive, Morgan Hill, CA 95037. We
are an equal opportunity employer.
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Canada’s Bear of Beers
is here!
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.
An authentic Canadian lagernaturally aged, so it’s remarkably smooth. With a flavor
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!
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State tries to beat
pot growers to crop
MENDOCINO (AP ) A feverish
race is on between illicit marijuana
growers and state, local and federal
raiders over a maturing pot crop
unofficially estimated to be worth $2
billion on the street.
That figure would approximately
equal the state’s No. 1 legal agricultural product milk and cream. But
those charged with destroying the
gourmet, seedless
sinsemilla
a
species say they don’t know what
the pot crop is worth.
"I don’t think anyone can say
how Much marijuana is out there, although it’s a significant amount,"
said Kati Corsaut, spokeswoman for
CAMP, the Campaign Against’ Marijuana Planting.
The harvest season for Northern
California’s marijuana started in August and, depending on the weather,
will run for a few weeks more. A
grower with the pseudonym "Mendocino Max" says the new crop is the
greatest he’s seen.
CAMP has scheduled at least one

Transplant
recipient
delivers girl
SAN DIEGO (AP) A 23-yearold woman who received a man’s
heart in transplant surgery four
years ago delivered a healthy baby
girl after a full term pregnancy, doctors at University of California at San
Diego Medical Center said Monday.
It is the believed to be the first
successful pregnancy by a heart recipient, said Dr. Robert Resnik,
chairman of the Department of Reproductive Medicine at UCSD Medical Center.
"This check was done primarily
by word of mouth in the medical community," said Dr. Thomas Key, assistant professor of reproductive
medicine and director of perinatal
medicine at the hospital.
"There is no indication in medical literature that this has ever happened before. There have been pregnancies, but they have never gone
full term, usually because the cardiac patient did not want to."
Betsy Sneith of Spring Valley so
wanted to have a baby that she went
against her doctors’ recommendations to abort the pregnancy. She
aborted one pregnancy after receiving a heart transplant in 1980, said
Dr. Howard Dittrich, Ms. Sneith’s
cardiologist since the 14th week of
her pregnancy.
Resnik and Key delivered Sierra
Jamieson Sneith on Sunday by Cesarean section because of its breech position. The baby weighed in at 7
pounds, 1 ounce.
"There were no complications in
the pregnancy nor the delivery," Key
said. "The Cesarean was performed
because of the fetus’ position not because of any concern about Betsy’s
heart."
Ms. Sneith, a computer operator,
was diagnosed in 1978 following high
school graduation in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
as having a rare benign tumor on the
left ventricle of her heart. More than
75 percent of the ventricular wall was
involved with the growing, two-pound
tumor.
After waiting seven months for
the donation of a suitable heart, Ms.
Sneith was matched with the heart of
a 23-year-old man killed in a traffic
accident.
"She has never had a rejection or
a near rejection," Dittrich said. "She
was unlikely to experience rejection
due to the fact she was pregnant."
The cardiac transplant was performed in February 1980 at Stanford
University Hospital by a team of doctors under the direction of Dr. Norman Shumway

raid a week through October, a federal narcotics source said.
Partipants in the project to eradicate the marijuana gardens
ranging from a few plants to hundreds of
acres
have an annual budget of
$1.9 million. That would be the take
for 950 plants, at the current market
rate of about $2,000 each. An ounce of
sinsemilla will cost the consumer up
to $225 an ounce.
So far this year, CAMP dope-busters packing M-16 rifles and operating like a commando strike force
landed in helicopters and chopped
down and burned 105,000 plants worth
$210 million. The torturous, sometimes nearly inaccessible target -turf
of these attacks are the hills, gullies,
ditches and backyards of several
Northern California counties. Few
arrests are ever made.
--

Max scoffs that the marijuana
grabbed by the CAMP raiders, many
of whom are law enforcement volunteers from all over the state, is probably under 10 percent of the crop.
What the marijuana growers are
really watching for are heavily
armed nocturnal poachers who raid
their property and rip off the mature
plants.
Mendocino Max is a marijuana
wholesaler, salesman and distributor. A few days ago he was on the
telephone talking about matters any
businessman would understand:
profit margin, mark-up, quality control and transport to market

SUP
INTO A GARDEN OF
OPPORTUNM:
Come to the Technical Career Fair
this Saturday, September 22 at LMSC.
You’ll find a lush, beautiful environment filled with displays, films and a
wide variety of career opportunities
for qualified engineers, computer
science professionals, and technicians
of all types during our first ever, opendoor Technical Career Fair. All you need
is a desire to go farther than you’ve
ever gone before.

Stop by anytime between 9 am and
3 pm. No appointment is necessary.
From 101 or 237, take Mathilda
Avenue east and follow the signs.
Lockheed is an equal opportunity,
affirmative action employer. U.S. citizenship is required.

NOLockheed
Missies & Space Company
Leadership in Technology

Lawyers, judges
confer on phone
At the
LOS ANGELES (AP)
always-busy downtown law courts,
where travel and waiting costs turn
small hearings into giant legal bills, a
lawyer-to-judge telephone conference system was instituted Monday
to save both time and money.
Lawyers can meet with judges
without having to be there, although
the pioneering phone call still may be
a day or so away.
It’s about time, lawyers say.
"I have spent as much as three
hours waiting to argue for five minutes. and I realized it was a travesty
to charge for three hours of work for
no more than five minutes of legal
Allan
said
attorney
service,"
Browne, who began lobbying for the
system two years ago.
Browne estimated attorneys
could cut some client fees by as much
as 25 percent using telephone conferences for motions.
’It’s the courts using the state of
the art," said Superior Court Judge
Brian Geernaert. the presiding judge
of the downtown civil law and motion
courts, where 25 to 40 cases are heard
daily by five judges or commissioners.
The law courts hear pretrial civil
motions, where no witnesses are
needed
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SJSU chapter wins
Sigma Chi award
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Ethnic
program
started
By Wendy Stitt
Daily staff writer
A newly combined program to
serve incoming minority students at
SJSU will help Chicanos and blacks
before and after they start college.
The program, called Outreach /Retention, is part of Student Affirmitive Action which helps the two minority groups apply to and stay in
college, said SAA Retention Coordination Caroline Flores.
The Outreach Program was developed a year ago to recruit junior
high and high school Chicano and
black students for college.
"Part of the Outreach Program
in to reach primarily Hispanic and
blacks and to give them access to universities," said Outreach Coordinator Juvencia Romo.
The Outreach Program sends
peer advisors on a weekly basis to
schools involved in the program.
Each advisor is assigned a student to
advise him/her about how to chose a
college and the application process
They also advise students how to
ehose a major once the student enters
college, Romo said.
The Retention Program is
geared toward keeping the students
on campus once they are in, Flores
said. The program has been at SJSU
as part of SAA for four years.
"To keep under represented students in school is the goal of the Retention Program," Flores added.
The Retention Program and Edueational Opportunity Program are
not the same, she said. Unlike EOP
students, the SAA Outreach/Retention Program is for regularly admisSible Chicano and black students because they do not have enough
representation in the school system,
she said.
Flores said academic and career
information workshops, tutorial services and academic advising for probationary students are just a few of
the services offered by the Retention
Program staff.
The two programs were combined to make the transition from
high school to college easier for Chicano and black students.
New to the Outreach program is
the involvement of junior high
Schools

and

community

colleges,

Romo said. Outreach, at the junior
high level helps students with the
transition of junior high to high
school and community colleges to
universities.
"We have an overall commitment to colleges," Romo said. Parenwith students also
involvement
tal
plays a major role in the Outreach
Program, she said.
A Faculty/Student Mentor Program has been has also been added to
the program, Flores said.
Class credit is being offered to
ethnic college students to be role
models for elementary school age
children in the Eastside District of
San Jose. A stipend pay of $6.88 an
hour plus three units of credit are
available to students interested.
"SJSU is a model for SAA,"
Flores said. All 19 schools in the California State University system and
all three University of California systems have a SAA program of some
sort, she said.
Commitment is a big part of the
Outreach/Retention Program and
according to Romo, neither program
would be fully successful without the
other.
"Outreach would not be effective
if we lose them (students) as soon as
they get here," she said.

,7(X6 L-

study habits, Sigma Chi gives out
awards for
various academic
achievements, he said.
Members can win awards for
such things as highest grade point average and the most improved GPA.
"People who put in the most study
hours receive an award," Nunes
said.

By Kevin Mendoza
Daily staff writer

e/ 67y

Therapy conference
to aid SJSU disabled
SJSU’s Recreation and Leisure
Studies Department will host the
Eighth Annual Horizons West Conference Friday to Sunday in the Student
Union.
Entitled
"Synergy:
Uniting
Forces For The Future," the symposium focuses on therapeutic recreation dealing specifically with the
disabled.
"These are professionals concerned with the quality of life for all
people, particularly those with disabilities. Recreation is extremely important in the quality of a person’s
life," said Suzanne Mirviss, recreation and leisure instructor.

About 300 therapeutic recreators
from the western states as well as
from the east coast are expected to
attend the conference which is designed to touch on such issues as rehabilitation inside the hospital, education for the disabled and the
learning of new skills needed for
adapting recreational activities to fit
a disabled person’s lifestyle.
"The world is changing so
quickly we have so many more
things open to us now. We must unite
in order to keep up."

The SJSU chapter of Sigma Chi
beat out 187 other chapters throughout the nation to win the parent fraternity’s highest award for the eighth
consecutive year.
Representatives from the San
Jose chapter received the International Sigma Chi Fraternity’s Peterson Significant Chapter Award in
early August.
According to Rob Nunes, president of the SJSU chapter, the Peterson Award is given to the fraternity
that best meets the criteria in various
areas.
Some of the categories are:
Scholarship and member retention;
pledge retention and program; finances operating within means; low
accounts receivables and payables;
house occupancy; and campus, faculty and alumni relations.
Sigma Chi has 53 active members and 20 pledges. The 20 unofficial
members represent the most number
of pledges in 15 years, he said.
"We strive to win the Peterson
Award every year," Nunes said.

SJSU’.

Army

and

Air

Force

ROTC units have more cadets In their
programs than two years ago.
The new wave of patriotism
within the country may account for
the high interest in military life, said
U.S. Air Force Capt. John L. Washington, Jr.
Washington said all incoming
freshmen to the Air Force ROTC are
asked to write a brief summary of
why they are interested in the ROTC.
Most responses by incoming freshman listed service to one’s country as
a reason for their interest, Washington said.

In recent years, the San Jose
chapter has put on Derby Days
competitions between campus sororities in various events. Derby Days is
a nation-wide Sigma Chi tradition designed to promote friendship ties
within the Greek system and to raise
money for charities.
Members solicit advertisements
for the event and create an ad booklet, Nunes said. Each member is required to sell $100 worth of advertisements.
Sigma Chi will donate proceeds
from Derby Days to the Life Experience Foundation and the Wallace Village of Children, Nunes said. Both orhelp
entally
ganizations
handicapped children become selfsupporting.

The scholarship program is
taken very seriously, he said. The
local Sigma Chi alumni group donated money and held fundraisers to
establish a scholarship fund.
"This semester we gave out $775
in scholarships at SJSU," he said.

A campus organization will also
receive a share of the proceeds, he
His chapter urges members to said. The SJSU Spartan Band and the
study and maintain a decent grade Spartan Daily are being considered
point average. To promote good - as possible recipients of Derby Day

"We plan on raising $10,000 this
year," he said. Last year they raised
between $5,000 and $7,000.
Because the San Jose fraternity
has been so successful, it will put on a
workshop for all the Sigma Chi chapters in Northern California. The San
Jose chapter will conduct classes on
how to run fraternity activities more
smoothly during the three-day
workshop, he said.
Nunes goals as Sigma Chi president include improving the scholarship program and getting members to know each other better.
"This semester we seem to be
doing everything right," he said.
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN ’THE ARMY.

Conference times are 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and 8 a.m. to noon Sunday.

And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, PO Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

tance of a military way of life. Stiffler
said.
The Air Force ROTC finished
with 62 cadets in June of 1982, and the
number more than doubled to 129 in
September 1982.
Because of the expanded numbers of new enrollees, the Air Force
ROTC added two new sections to accommodate its new freshman, Washington said.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE
IF YOU WANT TO BE A PHYSICIAN, 17la
WE’LL PAY FOR IT.

"There’s a rising tide of patriotism on high school campuses." Washington said.

If you’re willing to invest your skills and
knowledge as an Air Force medical officer, we’ll
invest in you and pay your way through medical
school. It’s the Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program.
It pays for:

ROTC enrollment officer D.0
Stiffler said that last year the Army’s
ROTC unit had 100 cadets enrolled in
its training program. For the spring
semester next year, the Army expects to gain an additional 10 cadets
which is a 10 percent projected boost
over this year.

medical school tuition
books, supplies, equipment and lab fees
plus a monthly income of more than $602

The Army ROTC unit commissioned 33 new officers last year, 13
more than it did in the two previous
years. New cadets just entering the
ROTC have a greater level of accep-

The Air Force offers a great beginning for you in
medicine. See your Air Force recruiter for details

USAF Medical Placement Office
Attn: Scholarship Officer
333 Hegenberger Road, Suite 803
Oakland, CA 94621
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Campus ROTC units experience
a new ’rising tide of patriotism’
By Bobby Celestine
Daily staff writer

Sigma Chi’s philanthropic efforts, including voluntary communitiy service work, are major reasons
why the chapter has won the Peterson Award eight consecutive times,
Nunes said.

revenues, Nunes said.
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UOP coach believes
her team can beat
SJSU in field hockey
By Marty Picone
Daily staff writer
With a chance to even their overall record at 2-2, the Spartan field
hockey team will take on University
of the Pacific today at 3:30 p.m. at
South Campus.

Field Hockey
But the contest is important in
another aspect, it is the opening
Northern Pacific Athletic Conference
game for the Spartans. So SJSU
would like to get off to a good start.

Joseph DeVera

The Spartans’ Jeannie Gilbert (right) spears the hall away
from Iowa goalie Joan Rehrends
NA ith help from S.Itit’

tJJI,

photographer

teammate Debbie Dulin (20) in Friday’s 2-0 loss to the Hawkeyes. SJSU opens conference play today against UOP.

SJSU offense nowhere to be found
Bj Dan Fitch
Daily staff writer
The search for the lost Spartan
offense is on.
It was seen for a brief time
against New Mexico State, stuck its
head out the door at Nevada LasVegas, and then completely disappeared in Arizona

1 -rated defense on short notice.
Murphy, a sophomore, is the only
"I didn’t have time to get ner- healthy tight end the Spartans have,
vous, they told me in the locker room and has performed well so far this
about 20 minutes before the game season, grabbing four passes for 45
that I was starting. It was unex- yards and a touchdown.
pected," he said.
Safety Frank Witherspoon did
Allen completed eight of 27 not start against ASU but saw some
passes for 51 yards in the game, and action, and along with cornerback
was intercepted three times.
K.C. Clark, who has a shoulder
The last team to shut out the sprain, is listed as probable.
State
was
Spartans prior to Arizona
The Spartan defensive backfield
Stanford, who blanked SJSU 44-0 in
had better be prepared, because
They just pounded us and 1972. And it just so happens that StanStanford is sure to throw the ball. In
pounded us," Spartan head coach ford is the Spartans’ next opponent.
The Spartans should be healthier their 34-19 win over Big-10 champion
Claude Gilbert said of the Arizona
this week than they have been the Illinois last week, sophomore sensaState defense.
tion John Paye completed 19 of 33
Granted, ASU has one of the fin- last couple of weeks.
"We’ve absorbed an inordinate passes for 295 yards and a pair of
est defensive units in the country, but
the Spartans have consistently had number of injuries," Gilbert said. touchdowns, and was not intercepted.
trouble moving the ball against any "Fortunately, there were no severe
"John Paye is a very gifted quarinjuries (against ASU). And, hope- terback. He played against us last
team.
year and showed he could be a great
One thing is certain, the SJSU fully, our luck will begin to turn."
Frasco is listed as probable for quarterback. We’re going to have to
rushing offense is nowhere to be seen.
no
but
there
apparently
is
Stanford,
play great defense, and most imporAfter a promising start against
New Mexico State, the Spartans have doubt in his own mind as to whether tantly, move the ball some," Gilbert
rushed tor only 41 yards the last two he will play. "I’ll be ready for sure. I said.
games, and are averaging just 1.9 don’t care how bad my hip hurts,"
The Spartans had better find
yards per carry for the season. SJSU Frasco said.
some offense Saturday, or they’ll be
Cornerback
Stacey
Gilcrest in for a long afternoon.
has accumulated 187 total yards on
the ground the first three games as pulled a hamstring muscle against
NOTES Long Beach State
UNLV, and remains uncertain for
compared to opponent’s 496.
wide receiver Charles Lockett, NeFrank Robinson leads the club Saturday’s game.
Tight end John Murphy bruised vada -Las Vegas quarterback Ranwith 169 yards and a respectable 4.1
yards per carry average, but has not his upper right arm against ASU and dall Cunningham, and Fullerton
been a major factor in a game since is listed as probable for the game. State linebacker Russ Maybury have
he rushed for 83 yards in the Spartan
win over New Mexico. Richard Ryles
is a distant second on the team with
58 yards gained, but his yards per
A CElEbRATiON of DANCE ANd ART PRESENTEd by
carry average is a not-so- spectacular 2.4.
THE VALERIE HUSTON DANCE THEATER
Lack of an effective ground atMorris Dailey Auditorium
Sat., Sept. 29, 1984
tack has placed a tremendous burden
San Jose State Univ. 800 p.m.
on the passing game, and other than
the Arizona State debacle. the SparPresented by A.S. Program Board
tans have thrown well. So far SJSU
in
passhas out -gained its opponents
ing yardage 527 to 363, but the Spartans have been intercepted eight
times and have yet to pick off an
enemy pass.
Bob Frasco has put together good
statistics so far, and they were undoubtedly helped by his not having to
play extensively against ASU. So far,
Frasco has completed 52.4 percent of
his passes, hitting 44 of 84 for 476
yards and three touchdowns. He has
been intercepted five times.
Doug Allen was a victim of cirStud. -$5. 50 Dr. & $4.50 Adv
Tickets at Bass, S.J. Box & A.S.
cumstance, the circumstance being
Gen. -$7.50 Dr. & $6.50 Adv
Bus. Office. Info, -277-2807
Frasco’s inability to perform against
ASU. Allen, only a freshman, was
thrown in against the 1983 Pac-10 No.
Funded by Associated Students

Football

’ icassol

been selected as the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association football players
of the week, the PCAA announced
earlier this week. . . Lockett and
Cunningham were named co-offensive players of the week while May’
bury was honored as the defensive
player of the week. . . Lockett, a 6foot, 168-pound sophomore from Los
Angeles, caught a career-high 12
passes for 189 yards during Long
Beach State’s 23-17 loss to eighthranked UCLA last Saturday. . . Cunningham, a 6-4, 198-pound senior
from Santa Barbara, completed 16 of
25 passes for 165 yards and three
touchdowns and punted for a 49.2yard average as Nevada -Las Vegas
topped New Mexico State 2821. . . Maybury, a 6-3, 211 -pound junior from Covina, Calif., had seven
unassisted tackles including four for
losses and recovered two fumbles
during Fullerton State’s 28-7 victory
over Idaho

The Tigers enter the contest with
a 1-2 record, and are 1-1 in conference
action. UOP has lost to a couple of
tough opponents, Northwestern University, 3-0, and Stanford, 1-0. The Tigers only win came over an equally
tough UC-Berkeley squad, 2-1.
So far, Pacific coach Carla Konet
is very pleased and excited about this
year’s squad. "We have 10 of our 11
starting players back from last
year," Konet said. "This is the best
team we have ever fielded."

But the Tigers finished just 3-10
and tied for last place with Chico
State in conference action.
Konet believes her defense is
vastly improved, but still a little suspect. "We’ve been dominating team
with our offensive play so far," Konet
said. "It’s just the defense I’m a bit
concerned with. We’ve been playing
steady and for the most part consistent, but it is fairly weak."
Offensively, UOP turns to senior’
All-American mid-fielder Luci Lagrinios, who scored four goals last season to lead her team in that category.
Pacific has never beaten the
Spartans, but last year it held the
Spartans, the defending conference
champions, to only four goals in two
games. "We had a chance to beat
them twice last year, but we didn’t
get it done," Konet said. "But this
year I feel confident about the team. I
know we can do it and I know we’ll
win tomorrow. San Jose has a good
squad, and they have consistently
won conference titles, but I know
we’ll do it."

E-syLOSIN’Eal
Margaret Wingrove Dancers
In Concert
The Montgomery Theater in San Jose will
explode with the energy of dance this fall as
the Margaret Wingrove Dancers present
the acclaimed Brothers From Eden and
Two Into One, along with new works
PP.."

Come see this dynamic
company perform in their
own unique style of ballet
and modern dance for a
truly exuberant and exciting
theatrical experience!
4.3

Tickets at Box Office or
at all Bass Ticket Centers, including
Record Factory. To charge by
phone, CALL:
(4681 998-BASS
(415) 893-BASS

=
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PU Box 8341
84P Jose CA 81518 ,

CHANGE OF PROGRAM
DEADLINE

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

* Last day to ADD a Class
* Last day to register late and pay fees
* Last day to change basis of enrollment
(I.E. CR/NC, Audit, Academic Renewal)
* Last day to TOTALLY WITHDRAW FROM ALL CLASSES

This Friday, September 21 is the last day the Change of Program Center will be open. The Center is located on the first floor of the Wahlquist Building, South Wing (behind the bell).
No fees will be collected at the Change of Program Center. If you still need to pay fees, you
should do so in the Cashier’s Office, Administration Building, Room 103. The Cashier’s Office
opens at 9:00 am but will maintain the same closing hours as the Change of Program Center
(hours below):

Change of Program Center Hours
Sept. 17-20
M-Th
8am-7pm
Sept. 21
Fri. (Final Day) 8am-5pm

Dpono
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Strictly Sports

Bloom County

asking me if it’s strange to have an opener in
Oklahoma. I don’t know how to answer that one. I’ve
never been to Oklahoma before. Fortunately, .ve got to
come home and they had to stay there."
Rim shot please. That one cracked up the audience.
,... The same writer asked when was the last time
Elwa., qnd Gilbert ran into each other. "The last time I
saw him was the last game we played at San Jose
together. And we haven’t talked to each other since. No,
that’s not true. I think it was at a Holiday Inn and we
had a martini together. But don’t tell my wife." Plenty
more laughter
.... On his new philosophy on punting. "In pro
football and college football, a guy will kick a ball 67
yards out of the end zone, and he’ll say, ’I was trying to
get it out of bounds.’ I tell you what we’re going to do.
We’re going to kick that thing right up the middle and
not even worry about it, and let it roll and let the Wild
Bunch (nickname of Stanford’s special teams) chase
the god damn thing down." More laughter from the
audience.
,... On the possibility of the Spartans using injured
quarterback Jon Carlson, who underwent surgery to
remove a cyst from the buttocks area earlier this
month.
"Ever since Carlson had his surgery, I understand
all his problems are behind him."

Joe
Roderick

Jovial Jack
pi("I’UltE THE Jack Elway we’ve grown used to
seeing. The guy with the dark glasses, the guy
with the baseball hat, the guy with the baggy
pants, the guy with the not-so-level torso.
Elway was decked out (well, not really decked) in a
brown suit jacket, a white dress shirt and beige slacks
for a Monday press luncheon. Is Elway trying to go
classy on us? Are those stuffy Stanford people putting
pressure on Jack to tiddy up his appearance a bit?
One writer noticed this change in Elway, the
former SJSU coach in his first year as head coach of the
Cardinal. "Did you get a haircut or something?"
"Yeah, do you like it?" Elway replied. "It’s about
time, isn’t it."
Elway blushed a little, the same way a kid does
when asked if he just got into a fight with a pair of
scissors.
But this was the only time Elway was on the
defensive. He’s been called an offensive genius, and.
he’s never retreated in the presence of media types.
In fact, Elway was even a little cockier Monday. He
walked confidently. He talked confidently. And why not,
the smell of a 34-19 win over defending Big-10 champion
Illinois was still in his nostrils.
This was an upbeat Elway. Jack the joker. Elway
the entertainer.
Oh, at first he nearly put everybody to sleep with a
30-minute monologue on the state of his team. Even
Carson bombs every now and then.

The SJSU Ad Club will hold an informational meeting to discuss plans
for semester projects at 6 p.m. today

in Business Classroom I. For more
information call Jeff Holmes at 2923534 or Mark Ketchum at 277-2776.
Blacks interested in unity can attend an organization meeting at 5
p.m. tomorrow in the Afro-American
Studies Building. Call Nicola Wood at
277-3201 for more information.
Wednesdays for Women will
have a brunch today at noon at the
Barbeque Pits. For further information call Jane Boyd at 277-2617.

Counseling Services will hold an
Emotional Eating Counseling Group
today from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in Administration Building Room 223. For more
information call 277-2966.
Campus Ministry will hold a Student -Faculty Breakfast at 7:30 a.m.
tommorrow in the Campus Christian
Center.
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Life on Earth

Dr. Anderson
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For more information call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

The Hellenic School Society will hold
Modern Greek classes from 7 to 10
p.m. daily through December 7 at St.
Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church.
Call Vivi Letsou at 998-7146 or Viotette Ettare at 281-4219 for more information.
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Spartaguide
The Physics Department will
hold a seminar on "Bismuth Silicon
Oxide: Photorefraction Conductivity
and Luminescence" with Brian W.
Holmes as a speaker at 4 p.m. tomorrow in the Science Building Room
258. For more information call Brian
Holmes at 277-2361.
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THERE WERE PLENTY more quips from a guy
who must have taken a few quick lessons from
Rodney or Henny Youngman recently.
But there’s also a serious side to this guy.
"Is Elway always this funny," I asked a person
associated with Elway for several years. "Yeah, he’s
funny, but he can coach a football team too."
You can’t argue with that. In five seasons, Elway
compiled a 35-20-1 record at SJSU. But he did something
even bigger in the eyes’ of Spartan backers - he beat
the big boys from Stanford three years in a row
Amazing. Perhaps.
And this is one big reason most of the
press luncheon were taken. People are int rii, , by this
storyline. Elway vs. SJSU. Elway vs. Claude Gilbert.
Elway tried to duck out of the way of these
questions. But he failed. Too many times the subject
drifted back to the Elway vs. SJSU saga.
"I do think it’s time we stopped that foolishness,
and go on and play the game against San Jose State.
And now that I’ve answered that, I have a lot of fond
memories and a lot of friends at San Jose State."
"When I was coaching (at SJSU), you just had to
walk out on the field Monday and you didn’t have to say
anything. You just knew it was the week they were
going to play Stanford. It’s special and it’s unique."

THEN ELWAY allowed the media a chance
BUT
: (grill him. As it turned out, it was like putting
the spotlight on a heckler in the audience, and
letting Rodney Dangerfield rag on him for a while. In
other words, we media people never had a chance.
Here’s a sample.
... One writer asked if it was strange playing
against SJSU, Elway’s former team. "That’s like
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The KSJU on Public Affairs Program "Images" will interview A.S.
President Michael Schneider at 6
p.m. tommorrow on FM92. For further information cal Jameer L
Gilmer at 277-KSJS.

-.

Students for Peace will hold its
second general meeting today from 7
to 9 p.m. in The S.U. Montalvo Room
For more information call Dan Ballard at 294-9121.
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Students Against Reaganism will
hold a meeting today at 3:30 p.m. in
the S.U. Montalvo Room. For more
information call Carmen at 275-8797.

Career Planning and Placement
will hold anon-campus interview registration today at 5 p.m. in Building
Q. Career Exploration Days will be
today and tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. in The Student Union Ballroom.

Spartan Cheerleaders will be
selling "Go for Four" T-shirts for 68
through September 21 between 9:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. in the breezeway
between the Gyms.
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SOME COLLEGE COURSES
ARE MORE EXCITING
THAN OTHERS.
How many college courses
teach you how to shoot the rapids?
Or rappel a cliff? Or find your
way out of a forest with nothing but
a map and compass to guide you?
At least one does Army
ROTC.
And you could find yourself doing any one of a number
of exciting adventure training
activities like these in the Army
ROTC program.
Activities that develop your
stamina. And your self-confidence.
But adventure training isn’t
the only way you develop.
You’ll also learn the basics of
leadership and management by
attending ROTC classes, along
with the subjects in your major.
And you’ll be excited
about two other benefits Army
ROTC offers. Financial assistance. Up to $1,000 a year for
your last two years of Army
ROTC. And the opportunity to
graduate with both a degree
and a commission in today’s
Army including the Army
Reserve and Army National
Guard.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
At San Jose State
See Cpt. Dave Stiffler
MacQuarrie Hall
Room 310 or Call
277-2985/2986
’‘

It’s Not Too Late To Sign Up!
LAST DAY TO ADD A CLASS IS SEPT. 21st

